
Transforming the trivial into the profound
REVIEW:

(ON VERSA

A CASUAL chat between three
young people covers a gamut of
topics, among them projectile
vomiting, all-you-can-eat
gluttony and dwindling fish
stocks, and is full of the
banalities, nervous laughter,
mutual recognitions, forced
jokes and storytelling typical of
our everyday conversations.

This seemingly trivial
conversation, though, is being
recorded on their phones and
soon, three others are listening
to it via headphones and
repeating verbatim the
individual voices.

Already, the nuances, rhythms
and meaning of what was
originally spoken have taken on
a different hue in the guise of
different voices and personalities.

The conversation is a constant
thread throughout this
mesmerising production by
Belvoir and choreographer/
director Lucy Guerin, which
deftly combines dance and
acting (or as the cast calls it,
dacting") into a seamless and
riveting whole.

Three sets of plastic-chair
banks flank the stage and leads
connecting the performers'
mobiles to loudspeakers winched
down from the rafters, so that,

using their phone apps, the
"conversation", among all its
manifestations, also takes a
musical turn.

When the dance performers
who initiated the original,
improvised conversation
(Rennie McDougall, Harriet
Ritchie and Alisdair Macindoe)
launch into their tightly-woven
moves, the feeling is that there
will be more substance to their
words than we might have
thought. Soon, some quick-step
toe-tapping and flapping
resonates with its own, wordless
conversation and as the actors
Alison Bell, Megan Holloway
and Matthew Whittet later try to
emulate them, they quickly find
they don't fit in.

After Holloway tries vainly to
copy the quickfire moves of the
dance trio, she finds the only true
way to express herself is by
letting herself go and doing her
own thing, letting her hair down
literally and figuratively.

As the "outsiders" look for
a way into the conversation,
there is a hint of menace on both
sides, especially when Bell turns
Ritchie's part in the
conversation against her, circling
her with words as a weapon.

Guerin weaves what begins as

a simple premise into a theme
of great weight and consequence
about social interaction.
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An everyday chat dissected in
a highly original production.
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